NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 3 2010

Quick Answers

1. bread
2. blue
3. rain
4. eyes
5. grandfather
6. fruit
7. chased
8. pushes
9. daily
10. guess
11. heavier
12. work
13. would
14. knee
15. calf
16. breeze
17. talked
18. paddling
19. tunnel
20. closely
21. new
22. sign
23. directions
24. exit
25. safety
26. because
27. will go
28. himself
29. that
30. sister Julie (option 2)
31. One day (option 3)
32. thought. (option 2)
33. got?" (option 2)
34. The children were playing football on the oval. (option 3)
35. much
36. My favourite park is Red Lake National Park. (option 2)
37. Before and after Katherine (options 2 and 3)
38. but she climbed the tree
39. four rare male African
40. When are we going to the zoo? (option 1)
41. those
42. after fish (option 2)
43. grinton (option 3)
44. He’s going to be late again.
45. The noisy dog next door barks every day.
46. I could have done it. (option 1)
47. old
48. In we’ll (option 4)